Median filter was long known in image processing for its high computational costs. Recently, an algorithm was developed which is able to compute median on integer-valued images in a roughly constant average time. A new O(1) algorithm presented here further improves the aforementioned one, being at the time of writing the lowest theoretical complexity algorithm for calculation of 2D and higher dimensional median filters. The algorithm scales naturally to higher precision (e.g.
INTRODUCTION
In 2D median filter, also known as running or moving median, the median of pixel values inside a filter window has to be calculated. In its straight-forward implementation the pixel values are sorted and the value located at (n 2 /2)-th position is taken, where n is the filter size, i.e. the size of one side of the square filter window. If Quicksort is used, the computational complexity of filter is O(n 2 log n) operations per pixel of result image. Application of Quickselect, instead of full sort, results in computational complexity of O(n 2 ). The major drawback of this approach is the necessity to recalculate everything from scratch for each window position.
Search trees can help to address this problem by reusing the sorting result from previous window position and just remove n obsolete and add n new pixels to it as shown an Fig. 1 . Using self-balancing binary search trees an insertion/removal can be done in average O(log n) and median extraction in constant O(1) time. The overall average computational complexity is therefore O(n log n) per pixel of result image.
Gil and Werman further improve this approach in [2] . Processing is done in blocks of (2n − 1) 2 pixels and a special search-tree based data structure is used what they call Implicit Offline Balanced Binary Search Tree. They do not re- build this data structure as the running window moves inside the block, but mark corresponding pixels as active or inactive. This way the computational complexity can be further reduced to O(log 2 n) operations per output pixel.
A completely different approach is to use histogram of pixel values. Median value can be found by successive summing of histogram bins in increasing order until the sum reaches n 2 /2. Tibshirani's Binmedian algorithm [5] relies additionally on the Chebyshev's inequality stating that the median m and the mean μ are at most one standard deviation apart: |μ − m| ≤ σ. The basic idea is to build a low resolution histogram of values in [μ − σ, μ + σ] interval, find the bin which contains the median and then recur with a finer-spaced histogram on values inside this bin until the required precision is reached. The average case complexity of Binmedian algorithm is O(n 2 ) if applied independently for each filter position. However, an order of magnitude speed-up was reported if the histogram is reused and updated.
Algorithms described above work with arbitrary number of quantization steps or even floating point data. Further improvements can be made if the gray value resolution is fixed and low in comparison to n. Huang et al. [3] use a 256-bin histogram for counting of gray values in the moving window and calculate median by successive summing of individual bins. This algorithm utilizes the overlap between two 2D windows at neighboring positions and recursively updates the window histogram, resulting in O(n) computational complexity. Nevertheless the recursion is only one-dimensional. Weiss in [6] has improved Huang's algorithm by using the distributive property of histograms. Weiss's approach is to process several (2n 1/2 , 4n 2/3 up to O(n)) image rows at the same time and to maintain a set of partial histograms instead of using only one. These partial histograms reflect smaller image areas than one single histogram would do and can be updated more efficiently. The same set of partial histograms is used for all rows which are processed simultaneously. Thus much of redundancy of Huang's straightforward algorithm is avoided. Overall computational complexity becomes O(log n).
Finally, in 2007 a first algorithm for computation of 2D median exhibiting roughly O(1) average case complexity was proposed by Perreault and Hébert [4] . They use separate histograms for each column of the moving window (which moves horizontally). The column histograms are cached and can be updated recursively. The window histogram is created by summing of corresponding bins of column histograms. Its update requires subtraction of the column histogram which went out of scope of the running window and addition of the histogram for the column which was newly added to the window (Fig. 1) . The number of operations for both these operations is independent of n. Although this number is significant, e.g. 256 additions and 256 subtractions for 8-bit data and median value calculation requires again in average 127 additions and 128 comparisons, the overall algorithm is constant time. The high associated constant ought to be compensated by intensive usage of SIMD extensions (single instruction, multiple data) of modern vectorized CPUs.
Perreault and Hébert also propose to delay summation of column bins for the window histogram till the particular bin is actually required for median calculation, i.e. to sum ondemand. Another important refinement, applied by them, but first appeared in [1] by Alparone et al., consists in usage of two-tier window histogram. It allows to find the median by first scanning the low-resolution tier and then continuing only in a small range of the full-resolution histogram. Tibshirani's successive binning algorithm [5] uses basically the same idea.
The presented here algorithm further improves Perreault and Hébert's O(1) algorithm. It exhibits lower associated constant, being at the time of writing the lowest computational complexity algorithm for calculation of 2D and higher dimensional order statistic filters.
HIERARCHICAL RECURSIVE MEDIAN
The main idea of the proposed algorithm is to optimize order statistics calculation using a special data structure which we call interval-occurrences tree (IOT). IOT nodes correspond to intervals of pixel values. Each node stores the number of pixel occurrences with a value out of the associated interval. The top-most node corresponds to a value interval bounded by the minimal and the maximal pixel values. Each node has exactly two children. They subdivide the interval of the parent node in two sub-intervals and store numbers of value occurrences in each sub-interval. Leaf nodes describe intervals equal to the required gray value precision, thus floating point values can be processed too, or just 1 gray value in case of integer data.
Let's call an IOT where child nodes subdivide parent intervals in equal parts a uniform interval-occurrences tree. Uniform IOT of height d + 1 is necessary to represent integer data with effective bit-depth d up to the precision of one gray value. Given a uniform IOT representation, any order statistic can be found by descending the IOT The filtering algorithm uses one IOT for the running window and separate IOTs of the same design for each image column of size n (assuming the running window moves in horizontal-first way). Same design of two IOTs means that they: (a) are constructed for the same gray value interval, e.g. 0-255; (b) use the same rule for subdivision of parent intervals into child intervals and (c) are built up to the same gray value resolution, e.g. 1. As the running window advances in horizontal direction its IOT is updated using column IOTs in a recursive way. That is: the number of value occurrences in a particular node of window IOT is decremented by the number of occurrences in the corresponding node of the column IOT which just went out of scope of the window and incremented by the value from the corresponding node of the column IOT which was just included in the window.
Node updates described above can be done for the entire window IOT. The computational complexity is proportional to the IOT size but independent of window size n, thus, it is an O(1) operation with respect to n.
Instead of updating the entire window IOT, an on-demand update can be performed, similarly as in [4] , by updating only nodes actually required for median calculation at a given position. At most d updates will be necessary since any order statistic can be found by visiting of d nodes. Note that nodes on higher levels store occurrences corresponding to larger gray value intervals. The median calculation procedure will with high probability visit the same nodes at the next window position. Such updates will require just one addition and one subtraction per visited node, i.e. are independent of n. Let's call such updates elementary. Updates of nodes which were not visited since some window advances will require, however, execution of all delayed subtractions and additions, up to recalculation from scratch, requiring at most n additions of occurrence counters in corresponding nodes of column IOTs.
As the running window advances to the next image line, column IOTs have to be updated too. This is also performed in a recursive way: new pixel values are added and obsolete values are subtracted from corresponding column IOTs, resulting in one added and one removed pixel per each column IOT. These are constant time operations with respect to n requiring 2d comparisons and in average d additions.
One can see that the algorithm implements 2D recursion. The computational complexity of the version doing unconditional updates of entire window IOT is independent of n for the average as well as for the worst case. On-demand updates of the window IOT allow to further reduce the algorithm complexity for the average case.
Indeed, due to the hierarchical IOT design most updates are elementary (in our experiments with average data and n 20..50 about 95% of updates are elementary). Larger n usually decreases the number of "costly" non-elementary updates because of smoother result. Upper complexity bound for a non-elementary update grows, however, with n. Empirical data show that these two effects successfully compensate each other. Thus, the complexity of the algorithm doing ondemand update of the window IOT remains in average only approximately constant. The associated factor is, however, significantly lower than for the version which does unconditional updates of the entire window IOT and which constitute the upper complexity bound, strictly O(1), but with a higher associated constant.
The proposed algorithm can be easily extended to Ndimensional case. Whereas the same is true for [4] , the advantage in computational complexity of the developed algorithm will be higher and grow proportionally to data dimensionality.
Implicit IOT and memory requirements
Interval coordinates of all nodes can be stored only once in a global look-up table or just calculated on-fly (which is cheap for uniform IOT). A further significant improvement can be made by noting that order statistic calculation builds only left sums, i.e. only value occurrences stored in left nodes are used. Since right nodes (shown on Fig. 2 with dashed line) are nether used they need not to be stored in the IOT at all. Let's call an IOT without right nodes an implicit intervaloccurrences tree. The number of nodes in an implicit IOT is calculated as sum of geometric series and equals the size of a plain histogram for the same gray value range.
Implicit IOT introduces no performance penalties, instead a few operations during value additions/removals are even saved. Implicit IOT can be stored as a vector and accessed by indexing operations as shown on Fig. 3 . Such data organization also improves memory access pattern and cache utilization since the data are accessed in sequential order with strictly increasing addresses.
Adaptive interval-occurrences tree
The number of additions and comparisons the algorithm makes depends on the tree height. This height is constant for all values counted by a uniform IOT. It is, however, possible to build an interval-occurrences tree which has lower height for values which occur more frequently and allow a higher tree for seldom values, minimizing average height in this way. This is the same idea as used in entropy coding. The variable height can be implemented by allowing child sub-intervals to divide their parent interval into non-equal parts. The minimization criterion is met if such sub-interval lengths are cho- tree is positioned immediately after the parent node. Right sub-tree (with missing root, because it is an implicit node) follows immediately after the left one. This is repeated recursively.
sen that both children are visited equally frequent in course of algorithm execution. The possibility of variable height is an important property distinguishing the IOT data structure from conventional multi-tier histograms. The variable height IOT is called adaptive interval-occurrences tree. Storage requirements of an adaptive implicit IOT remain the same as for the uniform IOT or the plain histogram. Node access frequencies for the design of the optimal interval partitioning are provided by the conventional global source histogram (for value insertions/removals) and the global result histogram (for node accesses during median calculation). The later can be estimated either on typical images or the median distribution of previous frame can be used in case of video processing. In case if both the source and the result histograms vanish for some value interval, it is just divided in equal parts, same as for the uniform IOT. Thus, without a priori knowledge about the source data and the filter result an adaptive IOT smoothly transforms into a uniform one.
If the IOT-based median calculation does not descend down to leafs, but stops sooner, the result of median calculation is still meaningful. It just does not exhibit the maximal possible precision. The maximal error bound is also known: it is the width of the value interval corresponding to the last visited node. This allows to control the precision dynamically and independently for each image point. Important effect of the reduced precision on the algorithm performance is the avoidance of expensive non-elementary on-demand updates which occur for deeper nodes in the window IOT.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The algorithm is implemented in C/C++ and the source code is available for research purposes under GPL at http:// helios.dynalias.net/˜alex/median. In course of experimental evaluation, the uniform IOT and the adaptive IOT versions of the algorithm were compared to the OpenCV implementation of [4] on a wide range of images. Additions and comparisons inherent to each algorithm were counted and the real-world execution time was measured.
Experiments with various source images confirm the roughly constant average algorithm performance with respect to n. Some results for typical classes of 8-bit images are shown in Table 1 . One can see that the developed algorithm makes significantly less additions and consistently requires less operations in overall. It is 2 to 3 times faster than [4] if executed without SIMD CPU extensions (Runtime * in Table 1 ). However, it cannot benefit from SIMD operations to the same great extend because of significantly higher number of branches (comparisons) in it, becoming sometimes considerably slower than [4] if SIMD is used (Runtime * * in Table 1 ). Similar comparison for 16-bit data was not possible because of absent implementation of [4] . It is expected that the presented approach will be superior than [4] because of the fully optimized hierarchical data organization. Comparing the 16-bit data to 8-bit data performance of the developed algorithm an increase in number of operations of approximately factor 5 was measured. The increase is because of 2 times higher IOT and because of more non-elementary updates on higher-precision, i.e. deeper, levels of window IOT. It is still an excellent result since, for example, in Weiss's algorithm [6] the complexity would be squared. A Quickselect-based median filter was also tested on 16-bit data, as the most used one for non-8-bit data. It was slower than the proposed algorithm already for window sizes n > 3. Particularly, for n = 11 and n = 51 it was slower in approx. 3.9 and 43 times respectively.
Adaptive version of the developed algorithm requires one more comparison per node visit. Therefore it is more efficient only if the image histogram shows distinctive compact modes where most of gray values are located. Otherwise, the simpler uniform IOT offers better performance.
Test images are not shown in this publication due to limited space. Filtering results are omitted because they are invariant to applied algorithms.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A new constant time running median algorithm is developed. It is based on a hierarchical data structure for storage of value occurrences in specific value intervals. The algorithm makes in average approximately 2 times less operations on 8-bit data than the best previously known algorithm. This is a significant improvement since the competitive algorithm has already an O(1) average case complexity. The adaptive version of the developed algorithm further improves its efficiency for images showing compact modes in gray-value distribution.
The competitive algorithm [4] can, however, compensate its higher complexity by the ability to efficiently utilize SIMD CPU extensions. Therefore it was not possible to show any practically relevant improvements of execution time over [4] on 8-bit data if executed on a modern SIMD-enabled CPU.
Nevertheless, the new algorithm will be interesting for higher precision data and images with prevailing gray value ranges like HDR and X-ray imaging, low/high-key images, surveillance video, etc. as well as on platforms lacking hardware SIMD extensions, e.g. embedded systems, mobile devices, etc.
The algorithm can be parrallelized in a usual way, e.g. by processing the image in stripes at a small added cost of IOT initialization at the beginning of each stripe.
The developed algorithm needs no modifications to be used on 16-bit images. Straight-forward extension to 32-bit integer data becomes, however, impractical, analogous to [4] , because of high memory requirements. Correspondingly, a general purpose extension for floating point data is not possible. The proposed by Weiss ordinal transform [6] can be used to address both problems, but will probably hamper performance. The usage of Chebyshev's inequality as in [5] , but in the IOT framework, seams a better idea, but needs further investigations.
